Psychodyna rn ic therapi sts actively foc us on and explore
avoida nces.

3. Identification of recurring themes and
paH·e rns. Psychodynamic therapists work to identify
and explore recurrin g themes and patterns in patients'
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transcripts (note that the features listed below concern
process and technique only, not underlying principles that
inform these techniques; for a discussion of concepts and
principles, see Gabbard, 2004; McWilliams, 2004; Shedler,
2006a):
1. Focus on affect and expression of emo·
tion. Psychodynamic therapy encourages exploration
and discuss ion of the full range of a patient's emotions. The
therapist helps the patient describe and put words to feelings, including contradictory feelings, feelings that are
troubling or threatening, and feelings that the patient may
,,.
not initially be able to recognize or acknowledge (this
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stands in contrust to a cognitive focus, w here the greater
emphasis is on thoughts and beliefs; Blagys & Hilsenroth,
2002 ; Burum & Goldfried, 2007). There is also a recogni-

tion that intellectual insight is not the same as emotional
insight , which resonates at a deep level and leads to change
(this is one reason why many intelligent and psychologi cally minded people can explain the reasons for their difficulties, yet their understanding does not help them overcome those difficulties) .
2. Exploration of attempts to avoid distressing thoughts and feelings. People do a great
many things, knowingly and unknowingly , to avoid aspects
of experience that are troubling. This avoidance (in theole:
retical terms, defen~e and resistance) may take coarse
ert
l ilfonns , such as missing sessions, . c1rriving late, or being
1ei1
evasive. It may take subtle forms tha t are difficult to
the .
recognize in ordinary social discourse, such as subtle shifts
up·
of topic when certain ideas arise, focusing on incidental
sed
~spects of an experience rather than on what is psycholog•
JIO·
ica!ly meaningful. attending to facts and events to the
7th
exclusion of affect, focu sing on external ci.n;umi;tanccs
rather than one's own role in shaping events, and BO 011.
bly.

thou ghts, feelings, self-concep t, rel ation.s hips, and life ex periences . In some cases, a pati ent may be acutely aware of
_recurring patterns that are painful or self-defeating but feel
\Jnahle to escape them (e .g., a man who repeatedly find s
himself drawn to romantic partners who are emotion ally
unavailable; a woman who regularly sabotages herself
when success is at hand). In other cases, the pati ent may be
unaware of the patterns until t.he therapist helps him or her
recognize and understand them .
4. Discussion of past experience (develop.mental focus). Related to the identification of recurring themes and patterns is the recognition that past experience, especially early experiences of attachment figures ,
affects our relation to, and experience of, the present.
Psychodynamic therapists explore early experiences, the
relation between past and present, and the ways in which
the past tends to " live on" in the present. The focus is not
on the past for its own sake, but rather on how the past
sheds light on current psychological difficulties. The goal is
to help patients free themselves from the bonds of past
e:<perience in order to live more fully in the present.
5. Focus on interpersonal relations. Psychodynamic therapy places heavy emphasis on patients'
relationships and interpersonal experience (in theoretical
tenns, object relations and attachment). Both adaptive and
nonadaptive aspects of personality and self-concept are
forged in the context of attachment relationships, and psychological difficulties often arise when problematic interpersonaf patterns interfere with a person's ability to meet
emotional needs.
6. Focus on the therapy relationship. The
relationship between therapist and patient is itself an important interpersonal relationship, one that can become
deeply meaningful and emotionally charged. To the exten t
that t. here are repetitive themes in a person's relationships
and manner of interacting, these themes tend to emerge in
some form in the therapy relationshi p. For example. a
persc,n prone to distrust others may view the therapist with
suspicion; a person who fears disapproval. rejection, or
abandonment may fear rejection by the rhel'api st, whether
knowingly or unknowingly ; u µc rson who stru ggles with
anger and hostility rnuy strug1'1e with unger toward the
therapist; nnd so on (these are relatively cruLlc exumplcs:
the rt1petition of intfrpmso nol t.heme1s in the th~rnpy relntionship is often more l'.Ol1lplex. nncl subtle than these examples suggest) . The rccurrcncci of intorpe.rso11nl the mes in
the th,xapy re lnt.ionship (in theon•; tical terms. trnnsforenc:.: e
and c1.111n tertruns ferenee) prn vidcs II uuiq11e opportunity to
explon~ m,d rc-: W(.)rk thc111 in vi v1l. The gon l i s greater
tlexibility in interperso1111I relationships 1111d fl ll eulrn nced
cupaci ty tu mee.t interpcmHJ1111I 11ecds.
1 ·. EJ<ploratlon of fanra_,y Ille. _111 con rr£1s t to
other tliernpieli in which the, therap ist may 11e11voly srn 1ct11 ~·e
sessio11i; or fo llow a 1m~dc1cn11111c:d u~,:nctn, psychodynarmc

